Statistical method for detecting phase shifts in alpha rhythm from human electroencephalogram data.
We developed a statistical method for detecting discontinuous phase changes (phase shifts) in fluctuating alpha rhythms in the human brain from electroencephalogram (EEG) data obtained in a single trial. This method uses the state space models and the line process technique, which is a Bayesian method for detecting discontinuity in an image. By applying this method to simulated data, we were able to detect the phase and amplitude shifts in a single simulated trial. Further, we demonstrated that this method can detect phase shifts caused by a visual stimulus in the alpha rhythm from experimental EEG data even in a single trial. The results for the experimental data showed that the timings of the phase shifts in the early latency period were similar between many of the trials, and that those in the late latency period were different between the trials. The conventional averaging method can only detect phase shifts that occur at similar timings between many of the trials, and therefore, the phase shifts that occur at differing timings cannot be detected using the conventional method. Consequently, our obtained results indicate the practicality of our method. Thus, we believe that our method will contribute to studies examining the phase dynamics of nonlinear alpha rhythm oscillators.